1. Introduction. Let P be the matrix of transition probabilities for an irreducible transient Markov chain with state space the nonnegative integers. Harris obtains in [l] a sufficient condition for the existence of a positive vector solution to the equation (1) aP = a.
He feels that his condition is also close to being necessary, and the main purpose of this note is to prove this fact.2 In §4 we present an unrelated result of some interest which we had mistakenly thought to be essential for Theorem 1.
2. Facts about transient chains. Recall that transience implies the sum (2) Q = E Pn n=0 exists, while irreducibility guarantees to any pair of states i, j an n > 0 with Pff > 0. The entries Qik of (2) of course represent the mean number of visits to k of a path which starts at i.
We introduce some notation which will simplify the proof in §4. Let ß be the set of nonnegative integer-valued sequences with coordinate functions x(n, co). 3. The necessary condition. Let Lki(j) denote the probability that a path starting at k, reaches i, with the first visit preceded by a visit to a state with index ^j. ¿«(0) =Li¿ is the probability of ever reaching i from k. These quantities were introduced in [l] for k¿:j>i. Theorem 1. Suppose there exists a non-negative solution to (1) which is not identically 0. Then there is an infinite set R of states such that
Proof. Fixing i, we will have for some n>0, P^X). We could of course translate ,-Pj."' into the notation introduced in §2, but this will not be necessary. What is essentially formula (4.2) in
[l] is the easily checked
Obviously, tPggPg, so (6) Lki(j) aÊÊ PÍ^Pri = E QtrPri. 
E Ö*rPri = Q«.
This well-known fact follows from the monotone convergence theorem applied to the partial sums for Q. From (6) and (7) we obtain for ky^i, j-i (8) Lki(j) =g Qki -E QkrPrir-0 Equation (4.10) in [l] evaluates the deficiency in (8) which will be unnecessary for our purposes. Thirdly, let a= {ak\ be the solution to (1) in the statement of our theorem. Since a is not identically 0, and for all n, aP" = a, irreducibility implies ak>0 for all k. We form a reverse chain, also transient, governed by the matrix P* below. exists and satisfies (1). Fourthly, let K he the set consisting of the states visited by any sample path for which (10) is satisfied. Arranging K in increasing order will not affect the limit (10), due to the transience of the reverse chain.
Lastly, divide equation (8) 4. An unrelated result. The sum on the left represents the mean number of times a path from i visits the set K. There is a positive probability of a path from i visiting 0 so the sum (14) for i = 0 must also be finite. But each (¿QAi,ff visits K infinitely often, and the assumption that Ai¡N has positive measure gives us a contradiction, proving the theorem.
From the proof follows the
Corollary.
For almost all wQQ, and all i, j, k ¿i,x{n,u)
hm-= 0.
n-»» Qi,x(n,w)
